AGREEMENT FOR USE OF FACILITY FOR BIRTHDAY PARTIES
This Agreement is made by Lake Norman Miniature Golf, LLC (‘LKNMG”) and
________________________ (“Customer”). Customer desires for LKNMG to host a birthday party for his
or her child. Customer hereby agrees to the following terms and conditions:

1. ALL FOOD & ALL DRINKS must be purchased through LKNMG. (This excludes the
Birthday Cake, which will be provided by the customer)
a. A "BYOF Package" is available for customers who prefer to provide outside foods
for their party.
b. (Please inquire when booking your party if interested in providing your own
foods)
c. ALL outside foods must be pre-approved by LKNMG management prior to the
party.
d. In the event, any unauthorized food or beverage is brought into LKNMG property
and distributed during the course of the party; a FIFTY ($50.00) assessment will
be added to the balance due.

2. Before, during, and after the party; children are NOT allowed to run or walk around the golf
course. It is expected and required that the hosting family maintain control of their guest
and keep them inside designated “Party” facility.
3. The party package includes one (1) round of golf per guest) adult and/ or child). Depending
on age, a game should last A MINIMUM OF 30 minutes.
a. It is up to the hosting family to make the most of the allotted game. Additional
rounds are available for purchase at the rate of $4.00 per person. FREE rounds will
not be granted because the children raced through their game.
4. On the miniature golf course, the party will be divided into groups not exceeding seven (7)
players and remain in their respective groups for the duration of the game. For children
under the age of twelve (12) it is required that at least one (1) adult stays with each group
for the duration of the game.
5. Every member of the birthday party MUST abide by all LKNMG ground and course rules, and
code of conduct. LKNMG reserves the rights to terminate the birthday party if in the opinion
of LKNMG management any member of the birthday party violates any of these rules (all
can be found on the inside of score cards and sign prior to practice green) or engages in any
form of dangerous or disruptive behavior. If the party is terminated for any of the above
reasons, customer will NOT receive any refund.
6. The birthday party will not last longer than 2 hours.
7. Customer is liable for any and all damages caused by the actions of any member of the
birthday party.
8. In the event that a party deposit was taken over the phone and this agreement sent to
customer via USPS or agreed to via our website, it is the responsibility of the customer to
read and understand the aforementioned conditions and contact a LKNMG staff member for
clarification.

DATE: ________ CUSTOMER: _____________________ LKNMG Representative: ___________________

